
 

Parrotfish: STT use 70,000 lbs for commercial catch 

 

GU4  

Seasonal closure for the GU4 and area closure since 2003 (emergency closure).  These are the 
regulations that  are in place since the SFA.  The red black and tiger are toxic.  Trap fishery for these 
species but the Grammanick by hook and line.  Spawning aggregation with hook and line during the 3 
months closure.  There is no bottom tending gear in area also.   

 

Puerto Rico – why are these species together?  Tiger grouper not in PR; black grouper not targeted, little 
representation means the catches represents the lack of a fishery.  If breaking these into groups then 
need to set ACLs for each of these.  If there are no fisheries fro these then have to take them out of the 
FMP.  Shep the groupings under rationale so there is a reasons, one is overfished then have to address 
the whole group.   

Marcos – realistic if there is no fishery then correct and change the language to coordination (sub 
alternative D for Puerto Rico)  

 

STT/STJ no ACL for STTSTJ because closed seasons and closure and poisonous fish.  The 61,000 lb using 
those years.  Yellowfin is the only species landed.  The rationale of the grouping is being questioned.   

Roy not taken out of overfished without rationale from the SSC and Science Center to show rebuilt the 
stock and end overfishing – need the ACL. 

We need more data and better data; if the data are bad then also the fishers get penealized.  SSC re-look 
at this group and the SSC reclassified the status of the group the Council can ask the SSC to do this. 

 

Governor of the USVI  -- negotiation 

 

Develop catch reports to obtain information on the species specific information for further changes in 
the units. 

GU4 in groupers because we need to work with the information from groupers.  Revisit the title of the 
action to include all groupers.  VERY IMPORTANT 

 



NOTE: all anappers and groupers included together for the USVI.  This needs to be included in the title. 

 

Silk, F dropped over the last couple of years.  SEFSC take a look and have enough to change the status  --
- waiting for status determination – then move into next ACL amendment.  Better advice at the next 
meeting to CFMC (record to change the status ALSO need to send it to the SSC ) 

 

Need to develop alternatives to set ACLs for (1) 10% of the total commercial landings of the USVI (2) set 
an ACL for charters separately also. 

 

Are these all species? For the recreational ACL or by species? 

 

Alternative XXXX: Establish an ACL for the recreational catch in the USVI to be 10% of the total 
commercial catch 

 

Alternative XXXX:  Establish an ACL for the charter sector in Puerto Rico from the MRFSS data. 

 

Alternative XXXX: Establish an ACL for the private recreational sector in Puerto Rico from the MRFSS 
data. 

  

Action 8: Alternative to determine percent of area as determined by the SEFSC 

Julian:  Will not accept any more closures.  Develop additional measures with the fishers to deal with 
this.  Work with  fishers to develop measures to recduce F towards Fmsy -- 

Dad Hoc group to develop limited entry program for trap fishery 

Permits: 

Alternative 2 with all the sub-alternatives (Action 9).   Julian’s recommendation 

 

Monitoring and Enforcement (Action 10) include local governments, local fishers to develop the data 
collection form to be used in the future.  What NMFS is looking for they are going to get.  So all together 
to work on this data collection form. 



Work with the territorial , commonwealth , local fishers , SEFSC to develop an appropriate data 
collection to be used in the future data collection efforts. (Julian) 

Todd: already working with Aida and Toby to develop the forms and the fishers will be included in the 
process; more information on that coming out. 

 

Action 11: accountability measures:  including the pay back measure in NS1 Alternative 6 new to the 
group of alternatives.  Need to recognize the time lag which will be more than a year – so that it would 
be a subsequent fishing year.    Roy when and if we have to do one of these.  The set up is that these 
closures and reductions in fishing seasons through a notice on the federal register.  Caught the quota 
and that is that.  Over runs are penalized but what if the fishery is underrun.  Problems with meeting, 
ober and under running the ACL all related to overfishing.  The reducing of effort and the landings 
increase the Council can deal with the management that is in place and remove the measures that are in 
place.  The overruns, when effort has been reduced the overfishing versus the improvement of the stock 
are both possible.  The 3 year average for subalternative on accountability measures (Marcos).   The 
actions that would be triggered by the fishing overruns need to be considered carefully. 

Mechanism to be included in the accountability – the running of fish is weather dependent – 
disappearance of sea urchins in the 1980s was a direct relationship.  Lobster running these years 
because of the kind of weather that we have.  There are factors that tie into the variability of the 
landings.  Look at averages for various years rather than single years.   

Orientation meetings with the fishers of the areas are needed (MAR to do) 

The frame work action to do regulatory amendment to change the ACL, when evidence is available that 
the fishery is improving, and thus be able to raise the ACLs.  (Marcos, Roy) 

Action 11: Ed – extended closed season to 5 month which has caused a black market and need to close 
the loop and have the EEZ closed for compatible regulations.  Get the EEZ closed for 5 months as per the 
local government.   Added in the 50,000 lbs and the closed seasons (Roy suggested adding it in it).  It is 
the 200 conch per boat – also Ed requests that this be also added to the regulations.  Action 2 
alternative c to mirror the local government and the 50,000 pounds for EEZ and State (as per ACLG 
recommendation) BUT do we need the request from the SERO to get the local government to explain 
the reasoning for 50,000 pounds. 

Action 13: modify the language of the SFA – adjust framework. 

 

Action 12: Allowable gear – include spear for commercial fishery as per the motion.  Refer to 50 CFR 
600.725 for allowable gear note for (a) reef fish; (b) queen conch; (c) spiny lobster.   



Joe – fishing gear similar to the gill net called a wall net being used for the parrotfish and SCUBA 
assisted.  Request the use of this gear to the Council.   

Commercial cruise ships and cargo ships destroying traps and bouys – ojo no shipping lanes. 

 

Allowable gear: other gear potentially being used. Need to reproduce the list and circulate it.  Full 
disclosure Virdin requests that the gear list be shown to the members 

Allowable gears:  ojo check the gear types being allowed by the other FMPs per se 

Allowable gear: (1) Change also the title reef fish; (2) not new code of federal regulations –for a decade; 
allowable gear ojo look at the list of the NEED TO ASSESS the list – check it out. 

Bait fish –nets for the EEZ – SCUBA revision;  

Commercial SCUBA allowed; spear fish  

Seine net peculiar to STT  -- the gear list is only for the EEZ 

 

May 6 STT meeting scoping ACL 

STX May 7 

San Juan 27,28,29, April Ponce Fajardo and Mayaguez 

Comments on the presentations on Nassau 

 

Ed Areas already under management: 

Areas of no take in STX are extensive;  met the requirements of enough area closed 

Lionfish: 

Gerson Martinez:  lionfish – nov 28 2008 1st fish taken – (William Coles) all dive shops contacted.  
Specimen2; specimen 3 and 4; specimen 5 feb 25th point Udall (6.5”; eat a 5” fish). 

Reni confirm reports in La Parguera n=2 

Areas already protected – do not know what is in there so what happens if there are lionfish in these 
areas? –Miguel Rolon – outreach and edutacion – assisting the local governments and the NMFS.   

 



Jimmy Magner –data of the USVI not suitable to generate estimates of MSY which are the basis for the 
benchmarks.  The landings will help as the starting point to ACLs .  Chair Industrial Committee – by CFMC 
– what is this? 

 

Sara:  PEW Environment Group:  end overfishing for sake of maximizing nations fishery.  Pleased to see 
moving forward with the ACLs.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


